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.." What If the Tax Landscape
contInue to grow m value and you are not versatlons are not the easiest to have, espe- Ch '7. b k db ' . II J: I..anges.gOIng to go ac an uy more msur- cia y lor younger c lents m the accumula-
ance," he explains. "An alternative is to tion phase of their lives. Says Fairbanks,
have a buy-sell agreement with the active "First, life insurance assumes mortality. Could capital gains and estate taxes be
child and fund it with life insurance. You People don't want to talk about that. abolished in the next five to ten years? In
then let the active child buy the business Second, I'm asking for their money now. Malcolm Greenhill's opinion, that's not
for its fair market value, and in your will, For people who care what happens to way off course. "Clients mention this as a
leave everything equally--or split other their estate down the line and can afford concern," he says.
assets however you want." it, it is a good deal." So, what if you set up an ILIT and

An ILIT is also handy for business In Fairbanks' experience, most clients estate taxes go away? "Many of these poli-
partners because the proceeds of life insur- care about what will happen to their cies are second-to-die because they are a
ance can be used to carry out a buy-sell money after they are gone. "I just spoke lot cheaper. And the only purpose of the
agreement, whereby the interests of a with a man who is 46, had inherited half second-to-die policy is to pay the estate
deceased partner could be purchased by a million in stock and has his own retire- taxes. If you have second-to-die, and tax
the survivor, providing money to the ment plan. We are underwriting his and estate liabilities disappear, the trust
family of the deceased partner and clear insurance on the basis of the growth of can be terminated and insurance can be
ownership to the survivors. Notes Brody, his assets. While he cared about what cashed out-but that would cost the client
"Assuming the surviving spouse or chil- would happen to his money after he was something because there is a very high ini-
dren don't want to continue in the busi- gone, he also made it clear he did not tial acquisition cost on life insurance.
ness, this is a way of liquefying an illiquid want to compromise his lifestyle to fund When you cash it out in the early years,
asset and not having your surviving the policy." you take a hit," Greenhill says.
spouse dependent on your partner's ability Fairbanks points out that timing can be Greenhill sees other changes on the
to run the business. This takes that risk the critical factor in one's ability to protect horizon that will also have an impact on
away." an estate. For example, she works with a your clients. The first is what he sees as a

couple where the wife wants to conserve gradual movement toward full disclosure
the estate for the children, but the hus- on life insurance. "A couple of years back,

Protection for an IRA band is unhappy with the way the chil- the National Association of Insurance
dren treat him. "The assumption is we can Commissioners approved, in principle, the
do this later. Well, maybe we can and idea of full disclosure," he says. "Consider

Ellen W. Fairbanks, CFP, CLU, of The maybe we can't. He's already uninsurable. the fact that an agent selling life insurance
Acacia Group in Pittsburgh, Pennsylva- Will his wife be uninsurable next year? I does not have to disclose his compensation,
nia, sees another use fO{ life insurance in work with a physician couple and we were while someone selling a mutual fund has to
the estate planning arena'-protecting talking and talking. In between one provide a prospectus. The average load on
those million-dollar lRAs. "You can leave appointment and the next, he ended up in a commissioned mutual fund is 4.5 percent
lRAs for offspring, but they are still taxed the hospital with a heart attack. Now, life and, according to insurance companies'
as part of the estate. So the potential insurance is no longer an option," she own statistics, the average sales charge on a
shrinkage on this pool of money is huge," says. commissionable life insurance product is
she says. "We insure clients for an amount Concludes Fairbanks, "I don't believe 165 percent of the first year's premiums.
that will see them through the growth of in life insurance much as an investment, That's not a widely known figure. If you
their estate, but it depends how much but it does have its uses. The first is to get full disclosure, what would that do to
money they are willing to allocate to provide for the family in the event that the the life insurance industry?"
paying the premium. Anything they do is breadwinner dies. The second is equaliz- Greenhill notes that there are some
better than nothing-assuming they care ing an inheritance in an estate situation. companies moving toward levelized com-
about minimizing estate shrinkage. If they The expenditure seems so simple to me. missioned products. "Instead of having all
do care, the challenge is to get them to You have the choice of paying the money the commission up front, they level it out
understand that an expenditure today is out in taxes later, or taking a fraction of to the agent over a few years. They see
worth a whole lot more money down the the money you would pay in taxes and full disclosure in the cards," he says.
line." allocating it now toward paying those Although there are non-commission

Fairbanks acknowledges that these con- future taxes." products out there, many planners don't
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